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68-Year-Old Texas Baby Boomer Launches Kitchen Business
Finally! A set of kitchen utensils designed to last as long as the kitchen!  

(Nashville,TN) Those who grew up during the Great Depression know better 

than anyone the importance of quality. Paychecks only stretched so far, making 

purchases a serious business. There’s a reason grandma’s cast iron cookware, 

depression-glass and stacking mixing bowls are highly prized and still being 

used. They were designed for form and function, and they were designed to last 

a lifetime! Ellis Regini, creator of Saucepan Chef, too, remembers when products 

utensils, he rolled up his sleeves and decided to create his own. He spent two 

years designing the  “Rolls-Royce” of kitchen utensils, determined to invent a quality 

product that would last longer than the kitchen! He didn’t just make them strong, 

but he re-designed the set for the way we cook. The result is a one-of-a-kind 

set of kitchen utensils designed to make your chef happy and your pot safe.

Features

High melt point  

custom polymer

No melting in the pot

No discoloration

Custom design
Each utensil contours perfectly with a saucepan 

for stirring and scooping

Blunt edge to spoon Ability to break apart meat in the pot

Spork and knife set
The only knife on the market safe for cutting 

inside non-stick cookware

Cornered ladle No more spilling soup as it is ladled into bowls

Unique spatula angle Keeps hands free from heat

Less room needed to cook
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An interview with Ellis Regini
THE IMPORTANCE OF LONG LASTING QUALITY PRODUCTS:

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST FUN IN BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS?

Overcoming obstacles and meeting lots of wonderful people. “Nothing is more 

THOUGHTS ON BUILDING A BUSINESS AT THIS TIME OF HIS LIFE:

and then help people with the proceeds of that process, I’ll be very happy. I would 

act on their dreams. Age means nothing... If you have desire and you can set goals, 

you can be successful. “If I helped someone other than myself in some small way, it was 
worth it.”

“If your primary motivation is money, you can only work a job, but you cannot live a dream.”

[I use to give this charge to new Eagle Scouts:]

the day, Thou canst not then be false to any man.” Ellis was one of the highest ranking Eagle Scouts with crossed Silver Palms - 

51 Merit Badges and God and Country award.

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

PRODUCT:

 “I believe in combining aesthetic appeal, longevity 
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